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Context

Hin Nam No National Protected Area (HNN NPA) is located in
the Bualapha district, Khammouane Province (Lao PDR)
[Figure 1], where the Annamite Chain meets the Central
Indochina Limestone (Tourismlaos, 2012). It results a rugged
karstic landscape, characterized by vertical limestone cliffs,
deep jungle gorges and plenty of caves, hence its name Hin
Na No hi h ea s thor ro k sprouts (HNN, 2014a).
With an area of 88,500 ha (HNN et al., 2015), the HNN NPA is
one of the largest karstic region around the world (HNN,
2014b). More than 10 habitats types have been discovered
(7 forest habitats, 2 wetland habitats, bare rock and cave
habitats) and provide a high biodiversity including karst
specific, endemic and threated species (HNN, 2014a).
According to International Union for Conservation of Nature
IUCN , Hi Na No fits the ategor VI Prote ted area
with sustainable use of atural resour es defi ed as a Figure 1: Map of the Lao PDR
in dark green are the Protected National Areas
prote ted area that o ser es e os ste s a d ha itats, in yellow is Hin Nam No NPA (Tourismlaos, 2012)
together with associated cultural values and traditional
atural resour e a age e t s ste s (IUCN, 2017).
Around the HNN NPA, ca. 8,000 inhabitants are living, allocated in 19 guardian villages (HNN et al.,
2015) and belong to different minority ethnic groups such as Phoutai, Tri, Makong, Kaleung, Yoy,
Nguan (Viet) and Salang (HNN et al., 2015). Highly dependent on the natural resources, they are mainly
rel i g o su siste e far i g ri e produ tio , olle ti g NTFP’s, a d fishi g. A ordi g to the lao
government, most of these villages are classified as poor, with an income inferior as 180,000
LAK/month/capita (HNN et al., 2015).
For the last 7 years, Hin Nam No NPA has been the first Protected Area in Laos to be driven by a comanagement system, which is based on a co-management plan elaborated in a participatory approach
ith the differe t stakeholders Bualapha Distri t, Kha
oua e Pro i e, as ell as the omanagement committees at the district, village cluster, and village le el (HNN et al., 2015)). The plan
is approved at the national level and reviewed every 5 years.
Since 2016 Hin Nam No NPA is on the tentative list of the UNESCO to become the first lao natural world
heritage regarding its exceptional karst landscape and its high biodiversity that fill the following criteria
(UNESCO, 2017b):
Criterio VIII: to e outsta di g e a ples represe ti g ajor stages of earth's histor , i ludi g the
record of life, significant on-going geological processes in the development of landforms,
or significant geomorphic or physiographic features" (UNESCO, 2017a)
Criterio X: to o tai the ost i porta t a d significant natural habitats for in-situ conservation of
biological diversity, including those containing threatened species of outstanding
universal value from the point of view of science or conservation" (UNESCO, 2017a).
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The Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) support this nomination process,
the co-management system and other development activities through its proje t I tegrated ature
o ser atio a d sustai a le resour e a age e t i the Hi Na No regio (GIZ, 2015).

Figure 2: Map of the HNN NPA and the surrounding villages (HNN et al., 2015)
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Objectives

The main objective of this survey is to get an overview of the socioeconomic situation of selected
guardian villages around the HNN NPA. The focus of this survey is to get a better understanding of the
management of village resources such as land, water and forest. Those resources are the basis for the
production of rice and other crops, livestock, non-timber forest products (NTFP's), and timber.
In this way, the following research questions are tackled:
-

How do villagers use and manage their resources?
Why do they management them in this way?
What are the future threats and opportunities regarding the livelihood of the villagers?
What could be done to improve the livelihood of the villagers and promote the sustainable
resource use around the HNN NPA?

The first goal is to elaborate some recommendations for the future project of the livelihood unit (one
of the six co-management unit from the HNN NPA).
The second goal is to assess the current socioeconomic situation of the Salang ethnic minority - that
was relocated outside of the HNN NPA 15 years ago - by comparing their situation with the one of
other villages.
This report is an overview of the socio-economic situation in Ban Phanop, Ban Nong Ma, Ban
Kuanekhanyom, Ban Vangmaner main village and Ban Vangmaner Salang village. For the
recommendations and more details see the following village reports:
-

Report o
Report o
Report o
Report o
Report o

so io-e o o i sur e i Ba Pha op
so io-e o o i sur e i Ba No g Ma
so io-economic survey in Ban Kua ekha o
so io-e o o i sur e i Ba Va ga er ai illage
so io-e o o i sur e i Ba Va ga er Sala g illage

According to the World Heritage Readiness Assessment (GIZ, 2017), hi h assesses the state of
preparedness and the strength of the case for HNN NPA to be nominated as a natural World Heritage
(GIZ, 2017), this socio-economic survey should provide information about the following points (with
their indicative prioritization in brackets)
-

4 (low): Address gaps in knowledge through research on socio-economics/livelihoods within
the HNN buffer zone.

-

28 (medium): Analyse the current and potential threats to HNN.

-

43 (med.): Co fir for e a ple through surve that eth ic i orities such as the Sala g
people feel their lives are better having been moved out of the forest and that there are not
lingering concerns that their rights have been violated.
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Methodology

This socio-economic survey is based on the Sustainable Livelihood Framework (SLF) (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Livelihood Assessment Framework (DFID, 2001)

This fra e ork prese ts the ai fa tors that affe t people’s li elihoods, a d typical relationships
between these. It can be used in both planning new development activities and assessing the
contribution to livelihood sustainabilit ade e isti g a ti ities (DFID, 2001)
To get all information necessary for SLF, three methods have been used in a complementary way:
1. Transect walk
2. Village meeting
3. Household interviews

3.1

Transect walk

A tra se t alk is a tool for describing and showing the location and distribution of resources,
features, landscape, and main la d uses alo g a gi e tra se t (FFI, 2013b). The idea is to walk in and
around the village to discover the different land types, their current stand and use management. A GPS
to record the observations and local peoples as guides and informants are required to carry it out. The
transect does not need to be a straight line, since the main goal is to go through the more diverse parts
of the landscape (LADA, 2017).
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Village meeting

During a village meeting, the different villagers are invited to join a discussion about the following
points:
-

-

Resources in the village:

What kind of resources do they have?
Where are the different resources located?
Who has access to these resources?
How do they management them?
Infrastructure and regulation in the village regarding land and water
Changes compared to the past

The basis for this village discussion is the community resource mapping defined as a method of
showing information regarding the occurrence, distribution, access to and use of resources;
topography; human settlements; and activities (FFI, 2013a). The idea is that small groups of villagers
(around 3) draw a map of the village with its surrounding and show us how they perceive their
environment (limits of the village, mountains around it, water, forest, crops, village infrastructure,
etc.).

3.3

Household interviews

To evaluate the socio-economic situation at the household level, interviews are carried out with
different families in the village. There are two versions of the household questionnaire: a long one to
get a maximum of information, and a short one to achieve a relevant statistic level regarding specific
topics. The total number of interviews is calculated to have a 10% confidence interval with a 95%
confident level (this means, for example, if we said that 40% of the villagers have toilets, then the real
value lies between 30% and 50% with a probability of 95%). Both questionnaires contain only closed
questions in order to minimize the accuracy loss during the translation and facilitate the data analyse.
The idea is to determine the following aspects of each interviewed household:
-

Household composition and ethnic group
Household assets
Farming activities (crops and livestock) and problems
Income sources
Structure and amount of expenditure
Health and food security
Social connexion with other families
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Results

The socio-economic survey was conducted between October 2017 and January 2018 in the following
guardian villages of the Hin Nam No National Protected Area (HNN NPA):
Ban Phanop, Ban Nong Ma, Ban Kuanekhanyom, Ban Vangmaner main village and Ban Vangmaner
Salang villages.
In total 226 interviews were carried out with 31% women and 69% men
In each village (cited previously), the data were collected to achieve a 10% confident interval with a
95% confident level.
This report is based on the data from the following reports and their related activities:
- Report o so io-e o o i sur e i Ba Pha op
- Report o so io-economic survey in Ban Nong Ma
- Report on socio-economic survey in Ban Kuanekhanyom
- Report o so io-economic survey in Ban Vangamner (main village)
- Report o so io-economic survey in Ban Vangamner (Salang village)

4.1

General demographic information

As the expansive trend of the age pyramids shows (Figure 5), the population is growing, quite fast,
everywhere except in Salang village. We also observe that many young guys (15-30 years old) left the
villages of Nong Ma and Kuankhanyom; one reason could be for working or studying since these two
villages have a bad road access to Bualapha.
When the age pyramid is split by the number of assets per family, we see that families with more assets
have less kids (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Age pyramid in relation with the number of assets
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Figure 5: Age pyramid of each village (in absolute number: the pyramid of villages with less inhabitant appears narrower than
the bigger villages)

4.2

Education

All villages have a primary school and 100% of the primary-age children are attending it, except in Ban
Nong Ma (Figure 6): only 50% primary school attendance and mainly the boys; almost no women in
the village can speak nor understand the lao standard. In Salang village, it looks good on the graph but
the villagers report still not be used to have a school and not understand the importance of it. We even
observed the teacher picking the Salang kids up and bring them to school because the parents forget
or do not want to send them to school.
The closer the village is to Langkhang or Bualapha (where the higher school levels are), higher is the
village education level.
The Figure 7 also shows that better the pare t’s education is, more assets the family possesses.
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Moreo er, higher the edu atio le el is, higher are the household’s e pe diture. This a i di ate that
the education level can have an influence on the family wealth.

Figure 6: Education level of the respective age category (level achieved or currently enrolled)

Figure 7: Number of assets and parent’s education
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Main activities in the village

The main activity at the village level is farming, the fishi g a d olle ti g NTFP’s. O this graph, e
can also see that in Ban Nong Ma and Salang village, less young people are going to school than in the
other villages (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Activities of the women and men (over 12 years old) during the wet resp. dry season (weighted as 1st main activity
= factor 0.6 and 2nd main activity = factor 0.4)
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Land use and land tenure

4.4.1 Land use and land tenure
Every village has a use forest, a conservation forest and a field area (with paddy and/or upland fields).
At some places there is a kind of land-use plan: a painted map at the entrance of the village to show
where are the different land-use areas.
I the use forest, the illagers a olle t NTFP’s a d harvest the trees. Nobody is allowed to clear the
use forest to extend his own field; this can be done only at the village level and then, the fields belong
to all villagers.
Usually, all households own a certain land (field and/or forest) and are allowed to do what they want
on it (if its forested, you can choose to keep the forest or clear the area and have rice or crops fields).
If they don't own enough land and want to extend their fields, they need to buy a new parcel to
someone else or sometimes they can also ask the government to get more land.
In Ban Kuanekhanyom a land attribution has been done in 2015-2016 to define to whom belong the
land (house, paddy and upland fields). So, every household has received a land entitlement paper and
pay taxes on its owned land. In other villages, the land ownership is often not officially written.
In Nong Ma, the villagers are mainly doing upland fields based on rotation system and slash and burn
technique. there is no regulation regarding the establishment of a ne plot: o l first o e, first
ser e . According to an agreement between the Naiban and the villagers, a part of the use-forest is
reserved for the wood, where the soil is not good to produce rice.
By the Salang village, the government gave to each household a same-size paddy field area (0.5ha),
except for the Naiban who has much more (29 plots).

4.5

Physical assets

The assets are good indicator of the general village wealth: many villagers have a lot in Ban Phanop,
Ban Vangmaner main village and a bit less in Ban Kuankhanyom. Ban Nong Ma and Salang village have
almost nothing (Figure 9).
All villagers are mainly using wood for cooking, except a few who are using charcoal in Ban Vangmaner
main village and Ban Phanop. In Ban Vangmaner main village, some families make charcoal since last
year.
Each village is connected to electricity but for many villagers it is too expensive to have it at home.
Also, there is phone connexion in all villages, except in Ban Nong Ma.
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Figure 9: Distribution of the different assets at the village level (Ban Phanop: no data regarding the 4 last assets)

4.6

Agriculture

4.6.1 Rice
It is quite hard to determine the exact rice fields area use by each family since some the villagers can
own and/or share rice fields by working for someone else and then share a part of the rice harvest.
Regarding the rice productivity, there are a lot of variabilities inside the village but mainly between the
villages (Figure 10 & Figure 11). The disasters (flood, drought, storm) are the most important issues
affecting the rice harvest: for example, in 2017 the rice harvest was quite lower compare to the one in
2016 because of a storm that occurs in September. However, as the Figure 11 shows, the rice harvest
can be bad for some villagers while for other it was a good year. So, the storm did not affect all the
fields in a same way, even at the same location.
The productivity by the Salang village is extremely low. The main reason is that most of the villagers
decided to stop growing rice because the soil is bad (according to them) and they have to do everything
January 2018
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by hands (since they do have no tools/machines). So, in these conditions they prefer going to the
forest, collect Lady Palm and exchange it against rice at Ban Vangmaner main village.
Generally, there are not many villagers able to sell rice (Figure 12) except in Ban Vangmaner main
village, where more than 20% of the people report selling rice. The rice sellers have a higher
productivity (Figure 13), no rice shortage during the whole year and less issue with tools/machines
(which is probably because they already own some of them).

Figure 10: Rice productivity (kg/ha) in 2016 and 2017
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Figure 11: Rice harvest judgement for the year 2016 resp. 2017

Figure 12: Rice selling
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Figure 13: Rice sellers and rice productivity (yes = rice sellers)

4.6.2 Problem with rice
One issue is the land: some families do not have enough land and do not have enough money to buy
more parcels. A reason is because the land is divided by the number of children at each generation.
Another problem is that at some locations the soil quality is very bad.
As mentioned in the previous section (2.6.1), the disasters as flood, drought or storms have some years
a great impact on the rice harvest.
Finally, the lack of water is a main problem around the whole HNN NPA because of the karstic
landscape that retains almost no water.

4.6.3 Other crops
All villages have small gardens around the house or along the river. However, there is a market and a
potential only in Ban Phanop (for vegetables), Ban Kuankhanyom (mainly tobacco and vegetables as
corn) and possibly in Ban Vangmaner main village (for cassava). The ai issue is the lo
u er’s
number.

4.7

Livestock

4.7.1 Livestock assets and management
The livestock can go freely everywhere and at the village level there is no management. Some villagers
give salt to the cows. Otherwise, there is no specific care, even for the pregnant animals or the babies.
Even if selling livestock is one of the main incomes source in many villages, the use ratio per animal is
low (0.20-0.01) and the mortality very high (Figure 16).
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In general, the villagers hold only a few animals as the Figure 14 shows. By the Salang, there have even
only three cows, two pigs and some chicken in the village because they say to be not used to taking
care of livestock and do not like this activity (too much responsibility every day).
Some villages are used to vaccination other not (Figure 15): the first problem is the access to it and the
money because they villagers have to buy it in Langkhang or Bualapha, and the second is that someone
in the village needs to know how to administrate it (which is not the case in all villages).
Another issue with the vaccination is that most of the villagers buy and use it only when an animal gets
sick, not to prevent an illness.
Many villagers only hold small animals (chicken and ducks) while some also have bigger animals as
buffaloes and cattle. These ones are a higher investment, and as the Figure 17 shows, the buffaloesattle’s o ers a i ate ore their a imals than the other villagers.

Figure 14: Distribution of the livestock assets per households
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Figure 15: Livestock vaccination (all = all animals are vaccinated except chicken and ducks)

Figure 16: Summary of livestock breeding
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Figure 17: Vaccination of the livestock per buffaloes-cattle's owners and no buffaloes-cattle's owners

4.7.2 Problem with livestock
A main issue is the lack of knowledge about the taking care of the animals, especially regarding the
pregnant animals and the babies. So, many babies die every year because of this.
Another problem is that the villagers only sell an animal when they need cash. So, they keep their
animals for a very long time which increases the probability of mortality.
Finally, there is a lack of vaccination and animal medication. At some locations, there is also a lack of
fodder, especially for the pigs. There is not enough water to replant grass crops after the rice and the
villagers do not have enough money to buy it.
However, even if there are lot of issues, the livestock has a high potential to impro e the illager’s
livelihood; as the Figure 18 shows: more animals the villagers have, more assets they own; which
indicates that the livestock selling can be a good income source.

Figure 18: Number of animals linked to the assets
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Forest

All villagers have access to the forest.
4.8.1 NTFP
As general trend, the villagers report that the NTFP’s are de reasi g a d harder to fi d o pare to the
past. However, in the interviews, most villagers (the men as the women) find the current situation
quite fine (Figure 19). Except in Ban Phanop, where the population is growing a lot and the pressure
o the resour es are er high, espe iall e ause the also sell part of the NTFP’s. Another reason can
be that they do not go so far collecting NTFP, only around the village. Opposite to Salang people who
say to have arious NTFP’s pla es a d goi g so eti es for so e da s or e e
ore to the forest.
In Ban Vangmaner, the main village does not have a high NTFP’s eed ut in the Salang part, the NTFP
are essential for most of the villagers. In fact, the poorest families can produce only a bit of rice and
don't have any cash income, so they go to the forest collecting NTFP (mainly Lady Palm) and try to
exchange it against rice in Ban Vangmaner main village. If nobody wants their Lady Palm, they have to
go back to the forest to find a ki d of ild assa a or ild potatoes i order to get food, but this work
is very hard and long: have to dig 1-1.5m deep, what takes the whole day.
A main issue for the Salang people, since they are extremely dependent to NTFP, is that they do not
ha e their o NTFP’s area; they have to share it with Ban Vangmaner main village and also Ban Dou,
with who they share the use forests Ba Dou’s a d Va g a er use forests are e t to ea h other a d
all villagers are allowed to collect NTFP in both forests). So, the Salang people are complaining to be
always in concurrence with other villagers who do not need as much NTFP as them.
Regardi g the NTFP’s selli g, there are differe t regulatio s or situatio :
In Ban Phanop, the villagers are allowed to collect and sell as much as they want; in total they sell
around 30% of the NTFP collected. The same rule applied in Ban Vangmaner (in main and Salang parts).
In Ban Nong Ma as in Ban Kuanekhanyom, but there is no selling option because no market.
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Figure 19: Is the NTFP’s area big enough to cover the yearly households needs

4.8.2 Timber
All use forests, where the villagers can harvest trees, look the same: there are quite open and there is
no big tree left. Usually the quantity is still fine because there are a lot of May Phuää trees, which is a
useful but bad quality wood. The villagers recognize to have cut too much during the past and have no
choice now than harvesting May Phuää trees (Figure 20).
In Ban Phanop, the villagers say that they were used to logging, which was a well-paid activity. Thanks
to this, they could save money and then build a new house or buy a new motorbike. However, since
this activity is illegal, they have no saving anymore. Some villagers from Ban Phanop are complaining
that they are not allowed to cut trees in the Conservation forest.
To regulate the trees harvest in the use forest, all illagers ha e to ask the Nai a ’s per issio
ho
allow the cutting for a certain number of trees. However, in Ban Vangmaner, the Naiban reports having
no specific restriction as there is enough trees. He even allows people from other villages (usually
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villagers originally from Ban Vangmaner who are currently living in another village) to harvest trees in
his use forest after payment. The money goes to the Village fund and is used to organise the village
ceremonies (or possibly repair something broken in the village), but the benefits are only for the main
village, never for the Salang part.
In Ban Kuanekhanyom, if the villagers need a great wood quantity or are harvesting trees for business
(as building a house for someone else), they have to pay the Naiban.

Figure 20: Wood availabity and quality
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Fish

In all villages, fishing is the second main activity after farming and for most of the villagers fish is the
second main food source after rice. However, the fishing situation varies a lot between the 5 villages:
In Ban Phanop: there are nine ponds and one FCZ (Fish Conservation Zone) implemented by IP-GIZ.
In Ban Nong Ma, there are only a small stream or Xe Bang Fai river (which is far away) for fishing; they
tried to have some ponds in bomb craters, but the soil did not retain the water.
In Ban Khanekhanyom, they have 2 FCZ (one implemented by IP-GIZ). One of both is only to catch fish
for the ceremonies.
In Ban Vangmaner (main and Salang villages): there is a village FCZ (not NGO project) and 3 ponds: two
belong only to Ban Vangmaner and the other is a regional pond shared by other villages as Ban Dou.
An interesting point it that IP-Consult had a FCZ project but many villages already had a FCZ since a
very long time (more than 40 years). So, there is sometimes confusion by doing the IP-FCZ monitoring
and asking questions to the villagers because they think about their village FCZ and not about the IPproject. Nevertheless, all villages with a FCZ report a positive feedback: more bigger fish and the fish
stock is increasing.
The FCZ (IP-GIZ project) has for goal to increase the fish reproduction, so a part of a river has an
absolute fish ban the whole year. The main issue is that the neighbour villages sometimes do not
respect this rule.
The village FCZ (the one that are not from the IP-Project) and the fish ponds are based on the same
rules: on a certain period of the year, there is a fish ban and then, one day, just before the ponds dry,
the villagers go together catching all fish.

4.10 Cash
4.10.1 Source of cash income
The main income source at the village level varies between the village (Figure 21):
Selling livestock is the main one in Ban Phanop and Ban Vangmaner main village. In Ban Nong Ma and
Ban Kuankhanom it is paid labour, and in Salang village selling NTFP (plants: mainly Lady Palm or
Boo s . Nevertheless, when selling livestock is not the first income source, it is the second one.
Only in Ban Vangmaner main village and also a bit in Ban Kuankhanyon, there are some people selling
rice. In Ban Phanop and Ban Kuankhanyom, selling other crops is the third main income source.
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Figure 21: Importance of the different sources of income (weighted as 1st source = 1, 2nd source = 0.75, 3rd source = 0.5,
4th and 5th = 0.25)

4.10.2 Cash expenditure
The main investments are for the electronic items (however, the number people give during the
interview is probably not per year, but rather per some years, that is why the value is so high), for the
medicine and the food (Figure 24). On the opposite almost, nothing is invested in the agriculture nor
in the livestock.
According to the daily expenditure, from the richest village to the poorest one, we get:
Ban Phanop > Ban Kuankhanyom > Ban Vangmaner main village > Ban Nong Ma > Salang village.
When we take the annual expenditure of the households and divided them in 4 quartils (from the
smallest groups of annual expenditure to the largest one), we observe that the expenditure increases
for all items, especially the basics one, at each quartile (Figure 24). Which means that, when the
villagers have more money, they do not invest in a specific item/field but rather buy more of all items.
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There is no link between having an external income and more assets. Probably it is because many paid
labour are only for a short time period (some days) and are not always well-paid since most of them
are manual work (as clearing area for rice fields or building houses).

Figure 22: Expenditure (LAK) per items at the village level, boxplots
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Figure 23: Distribution of the daily expenditure average (LAK/day)
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Figure 24: Total yearly expenditure (LAK/year) per items group according to the four quartils
(1st quartil: group with the smallest annual expenditure; 4th quartil: group with largest annual expenditure)

4.10.3 Debt and savings
Almost all villagers keep savings at home, while some do not have saving at all as in Ban Vangmaner
main village (25%), in Bang Nong Ma (30%) and in Salang village (40%) (Figure 25).
Ban Phanop is an exception with an extremely low percentage without saving. The reason is certainly
because they used to get a lot of money from logging activity. Now, many villagers report not be able
to save money anymore since this activity is illegal.
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Figure 25: Where the savings are kept (not = no saving)
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4.11 Health, food security and drinking water
4.11.1 Health
All villages have a good access to a health centre and report to be happy with it, mainly because they
do not have any other option. So, to really evaluate the health assistance, it would be better to directly
check the health centre itself.

4.11.2 Food security and food shortage
The food security situation varies a lot between the households of a same village. At the village level,
we can still observe a certain trend:
Ban Vangmaner, where the rice seller percentage is the highest, the rice shortage is also for most of
the villagers not an issue. The situation is the same in Ban Phanop and Ban Kuankhanyom but only for
50% of the villagers as in Ban Nong Ma, 60% of the people have sometimes not enough rice (Figure
26). September and October are the months where many villagers need to buy or borrow more rice
(Figure 27).
The Salang situation is extremely concerning: around 70% of the villagers report to have often not
enough rice (Figure 26) and this during almost the all months of the year (Figure 27). This can be
explained by the fact that most of the Salang people say to stop producing rice because the soil is not
good, and they have no machines, so everything has to be done by hands. So, they prefer going to the
forest olle ti g NTFP’s (mainly Lady Palm) and exchange that against rice at Ban Vangmaner main
village. Another point is that the Salang villagers did not use to produce rice, when they were living in
the HNN NPA as nomads.
After rice all villages are highly depe de t to NTFP’s a d fish (Figure 28). As explained in the previous
paragraph, the ost depe de t illage is the Sala g people e ause ithout NTFP’s, the ha e othi g
to eat. In fact, if they cannot exchange the Lady Palm, they go back to the forest to find a kind of
assa a or ild potatoes for eati g. So, NTFP’s are vital for most of the Salang villagers.
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Figure 26: How often the households have not enough rice during the year
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Figure 27: Rice shortage months
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Figure 28: Rice availability of households with vs. without rice shortage;
weighted factors: kids (0 to 6 years old) = 0.4, kids (6 to 12 years old) = 0.7, adults (>12 years old) = 1

4.11.3 Drinking Water
In all villages, there is one or more pipes build by different NGO’s, but the main issue is that they are
always broken after 2-3 years and the villagers do not know how to repair it. Also, nobody in the village
is responsible for taking care of the whole infrastructure which is getting damaged very fast. So, the
sustainability of the project should be more considered.
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4.12 Social connexion in the village and information channels
The majority of the villagers go every time to their village meeting and all villagers except a few are
present at least some village meetings. People attending regularly, do not have more land nor more
assets.
Regarding the information channels: the TV and phone call are the most using one, but logically where
many villagers do not have electricity at home (as in Ban Nong Ma and Salang village), almost no
information channel can work (especially in Ban Nong Ma, where there is also no phone network).
However, in these poorer illages, e sa
a ti es a HNN NPA ale dars o the house’s all, so
printed material can be maybe a good communication tool.

Figure 29: Which information channels the villagers are using
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Methods: What we did?
Output: How it can be useful for you?
Selected results
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What we did?: Socioeconomic survey

▪ Combination of three (four) methods:
▪
▪
▪
▪

(+ Preparatory satellite and aerial image analysis)
Village meeting
Household interviews
Transect walk
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Preparatory satellite image analysis
▪ First overview of the surrounding of the village
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Villages visited so far:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Nong Saeng  Only testing
Phanop
Nongma
Kuankhanyom
Vangmaner main village
Little Vangmaner
(Salang village)
▪ In total: 226 interviews
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How it can be useful for you?
▪ Report:
▪ Detailed report for each activity (3 per village, 15 in total)
▪ Summarizing report for each villages (5 in total)
▪ Comparative report of the 5 villages (1 report)

▪ R-Script (Programm)
▪ Produce graphs
▪ Automatic quick MS Word report (+HTML report)
▪ Dynamic data processing to answer specific questions
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Report
▪ For example contain:
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Results from community mapping
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Results from NTFP ranking
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Results from votation about issues in the village
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Map of the transect walk (and GPS data)
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Land cover map (classified Landsat image, 2017)
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Many beautiful graphs and comments
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And many more…
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R-Script to process data from household
interview
A.
B.
C.
D.

Summarizing report and graphs for one village
Report to compaire multiple villages or population group
Dynamic programm for data exploration
Produce a report similar to the results of the data
exploration
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R-Script: an example of how it can help you to
access data about the villages
▪ The unit collect data in the villages (almost independantly)
▪ The unit enter the data (still need to be trained)
▪ Once the data are all entered and saved in the right
format, somebody at the office launch the R-Script
 Follow instruction in the script
▪ Open your word document, save it and edit it as any other
word document
or view it in any browser
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And if you need a comparison between the
villages or population group…
▪ Same procedure, just use script B instead of script A
▪ And the output:
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Ok… This is nice, but if I have a specific
question?
▪ Use the dynamic script C to answer many questions

▪ And the script D to produce the corresponding graphs and
Word report
▪ An example: Have household with more assets an higher
education level?
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Selected results

▪ Population dynamic: age pyramid
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Clear expensive age pyramid
 More population
 More pressure on the resources
 More pressure on the park??
Clear sign of a "missing" generation, the
youngs between 20 and 25 leave the
village for work? Or study?
 Maybe also the cause for the slowdown of the expensive trend
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Let's go deeper and disaggregate the data
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Clear expensive age pyramid
 For all, except Salang

Almost nobody older than 40
by
year old inImplemented
the Salang
village

Many young men leave Nongma,
Many young men and women leave
Kuankhanyom
 Two village with bad road access?
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And why no disaggregate in a different way?
From left to right: people having more assets  getting richer

Inside of the "richer" population, the population trend is more stable
 Better acces to familly planning?
Or…. Familly without young kids are richer?
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And why no disaggregate in a different way?
From left to right: people having more assets  getting richer

This was again a short demonstration of how you can
use our tools to disaggregate and explore the data we
collected
 Lets just look at some more interesting results!

Inside of the "richer" population, the population trend is more stable
 Better acces to familly planning?
Or…. Familly without young kids are richer?
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Education through the generation
Better primary school attendence

Decreasing no school rate

Encouraging results, but…
Not everywhere….

Better secondary school attendence
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In Nongma…
Decreasing primary school attendance in
the young men generations?
Or just late primary school attendance?

Very high no schooling rate,
especially by the girls
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Income source

Selling livestock and paid
labour as main income source
in the majority of the villages

Selling crop and rice as the secondary
income source in some village

Selling NTFP as main income
source in the Salang village
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Expenditure per day

Average expenditure per day:
Mostly between 5'000 and 35'000LAK/day
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Shortage of own rice

Almost 80% of the Salang population lack
rice the whole year:
 Only few people grow rice
 Exchange lady palm against rice
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Information channels

TV and phone call are
the main information
channel
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Poor village are very difficult to
reach!
 But printed communication,
such as HNN calender reach very
remote locationMarc Chautems and Tanja Eggenberger | 25.01.2018
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Livestock
▪ Poor livestock mangement
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lack of care for new borns
Lack of vaccination
Many animal dies during floods
Very low reproduction rate
and use ratio
▪ No fodder management strategy

 High potential for improvement
and income generation in almost
all villages!
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Rice
▪ Good mangement, but lack of
investement
▪ No water mangement infrastructure or
strategy  Results in lack of water
▪ In Nongma, still mainly slash and
burn technique

 Some potential for improvement,
but mainly for subsistence,
especially in poor villages
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NTFP
▪ Already decreasing trend, but still
enough for own consumption
 Sounds cute, but only little
potential for sustainable income
generation
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Timber
▪ Catastrophic management, only
low quality Mai Phuee is left…
▪ Allowance to cut based on
villager needs, and not on the
natural regeneration of the
forest
 No potential for sustainable
income generation (not allowed),
but the actual management should
be improved;
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Fish
▪ FCZ working well, but in the
north already exists before the
IP-Consult project
▪ Fish pond are popular among
villages and regulations (often
from villagers themself) are well
respected

 Some potential for subsistence
and income generation, mainly fish
ponds, eventually even in Nongma!
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Recommendation: Kuanekhanyom
▪ Fast developing village with a lot of economic activities
▪ Not strongly relying on the park and the CUZ
 Not a priority area
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Recommendation: Phanop
▪ Well connected to Langkhang
 Access to market and higher education (is the village
with the best education level)
▪ Bridge is broken now  Village isolated in the wet season
▪ Rich village, easy park access and was strongly relying
on illegal logging
▪ "Sourire d'enfant" very present
 Not a priority area, but keep an eye on it,
especially in 2-3 years, as all the assets bought with
the money from illegal logging need to be replaced
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Recommendation: Vangmaner
▪ Village with the best rice producers
▪ No issue with the park observed
 Not a priority area, but be careful to maintain a
good relationship between main village and Salang.
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Recommendation: Salang
▪ Poorest village, even poorer than Nongma
▪ Heavily relying on NTFP for subsistence, selling and
trading
▪ Many villagers still not used to obey rules, plan farming
activities, or take care of livestock, they even stop growing
rice on their field (maybe due to lack of tool)

 Priority area for UNESCO, but first step is to
better understand the mentality of the villagers,
otherwise every project will fail
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Possible idea: Salang
▪ Check the soil quality of the rice fields in the Salang
village.
▪ Seems that people are more willing to have jobs on daily
basis than do farming or breeding livestock.
▪ For implementing any activities, an option could be a
cooperation between main Vangmaneur and Salang
village; people in Vangmaneur are better entrepreneur,
could lead the project and employ Salang people.
▪ Still the question is which job have potential there:
- Already existing jobs: Charcoal production, paid farming labour
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Recommendation: Nongma
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Very poor village
Isolated and only very few income generation possibilities
Some very rich villager with unclear income source
Slash and burn technique
Still many UXO contaminated area
Agricultural encroachment inside the park
No water
 Highest priority area, try to solve the agricultural
encroachment with conservation contracts
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UXO contaminated area, people are forced
to extend their field toward the park!

Historical location of Nongma, (best
location for livestock and rice)very
close to the park!
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Possible direction of the main encroachment:
 Maybe starting from a Nongma subvillage
(Nongma Thong) in which the project is not
very present
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Nongma, things that could be done in the
framework of conservation contract
▪ Look for underground water
▪ Look at the potential for fish pond (could be dual purpose;
water could be used to growth vegetable)
 Issue so far: Soil is not holding water
▪ Train people in better livestock management (birth
assistance, fodder…), bring medication and look at the
potential for perennial grassland instead of slash and burn
▪ Look for cooperation with UXO clearing in order to clear
the land strip between Nongma and the park
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Thanks for your attention!
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